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Abstract. In this paper, we present a performing torque controller for a synchronous

servomotor. As we will see, this controller, called the total compensation controller, brings a new

solution to the defects of the well known proportional integral controller in the D-Q frame,

omnipresent in industrial applications. Here, we propose a comparative study of these two

algorithms, the main problem of the proportional integral controller in the D-Q frame being its

high sensitivity to the speed's dynamics. We show that the total compensation controller resolves

this problem. Nevertheless, the total compensation controller algorithm requires a measurement

of the mechanical speed. Thus, we had to test its robustness with respect to an imprecise

measurement of the motor velocity. As we will see, this controller is not robust enough. In order

to improve this robustness, we propose a solution : the total compensation controller with

integrators. This last controller, which has been implemented with a broadly diffused microproces-

sor (Intel 8086), presents convincing features : a fast torque response time for any dynamics of the

mechanical speed, with a very good robusmess.

1. Introduction.

Synchronous servomotors are being used more and more in industrial applications where they
succeed to the direct current motor [Ii. They have better performances (for instance the

torque/mass ratio) and do not have any mechanical commutator (this commutator poses a real

problem for its maintenance, especially when it is used in a corrosive environment).

On the other hand, the synchronous servomotor is more demanding. The commutator

function is synthesized from an electronic set (a power inverter and a rotor position captor) [2-

4].
Classical speed regulations use the successive loops control, the intemal loop being the

torque regulation and the extemal one the speed regulation. Thus, a standard approximation
is made, considering that the dynamics of the speed is slow compared to the dynamics of the

currents, so that a separate control of these dynamics can be made [5-9].

With such an approximation, one neglects the effects of the induced electromotive voltages
created by the rotation of the motor and the coupling between the phases of the motor.
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These phenomenas (couplings and induced electromotive voltages) are obvious in the

electrical equations

d id R/L~ nL~/L~j
ji~jdt i~ pnL ~/L~ R/L

~
i~

~

+

~~l~ il~j v~ ~~p,
n =

A Ill + B
v~ ~~p,

n
(1)

where the indexes d and q denote the Park components, v, I, respectively denote voltages and

currents, n is the mechanical speed, @, is the flux created by the inductor, L~ and

L~ are the inductances, R the statoric resistance, and p the number of pairs of poles.
We can see two non-linearities : the multiplication with n in the electrical equations, and

the i~. i~ term in the expression of the torque :

C
=

p(L~ L~ i~ i~ + p4l, i~ (2)

Presently, we study methods which take into account these non linearities lo-12], based on

recent non linear control methods [13, 14]. The main problem encountered with these

methods is that they require a great calculation time for the control. Thus their implementa-
tion is impossible with a general use industrial microprocessor (whose rapidity is about

lo MHz), and so can only be implemented with a fast Digital Signal Processor (D.S.P.). In

this paper, we present a method which has been implemented with a broadly diffused

microprocessor (Intel 8086).
We shall discuss in this paper the problems arising from the use of a classical torque

controller neglecting the effects of the dynamics of n (we shall study the effects of
~~

on a proportional integral controller in the DQ frame). We shall see that
~~

has a great
dt dt

influence on the steady states of such a torque regulation.
Another well known control method is the optimal control [15, 16], which minimizes a

quadratic criterion in accordance with the linear state equations. This latter method also does

not take into account the variations of the mechanical speed, and thus the obtained torque-
acceleration characteristic is not satisfying.

Here, in order to inhibe the influence of the motor acceleration on the torque control loop,

we develop a method based on linear automatics theory (decoupling by state feedback [15]).
Our purpose is to compense the effects of n (and thus the effects of its dynamics
~~ ), and then to impose the closed loop behaviour of the chosen outputs (pole placing).
dt

We shall compare the obtained
«

total compensation controller
» to the PI controller in the

D-Q frame.

Then, we shall test the robustness of the total compensation controller against poor

knowledge of the speed measurement. As we shall see, the precision of this measurement has

a great influence on the behaviour of our system. We shall then present an altemative to this

controller which involves integrators and resolves this problem. This last controller has been

implemented and gives very promising results.

2. The proportional-integral torque controller, in the D-Q frame.

The idea of such a controller is that if n is constant, then a proportional integral regulation on

the reconstructed state variables i~ and i~, cancels any static error on these currents. We can

see in figure I the principle of a regulation in the D-Q frame, and in figure 2a the principle of
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Fig, I. Synchronous servomotor. Principle of a D-Q frame control.
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Fig. 2. a) P-I- controller in the D-Q frame. b) I-P- controller in the D-Q frame.

a proportional integral controller (i~~~ is put to zero and i~~~~ is calculated by the speed
controller).

RCI

RC2 is the PWM imposed by the control algorithm to the inverter, E is the inverter
RC3~

continuous voltage, and k; the gain of the current sensor (E and k, are specified in appendix).
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A state reconstructor is necessary to calculate i~ and i~ from the three-phase currents. A

reverse Park transformation is also needed to obtain the three-phase voltages which must be

imposed on the motor through the inverter.

With such a controller, the closed loop state equations become :

Ek K~ (i~
~~~

i~ dt
di~ ~ pilL~ Ek; K~(idref id)

~

'

$ L~ ~~~
Ld

~~~
Ld Ld

(3)

diq R PilLd Ek; Kp(lqref lq)
~~'~~

~~~~~~ ~~~
~~

~~~ ~

W "j~~~
L~

~d~
Lq

~
Lq Lq

and

di( -R~di~ pilL~di~ pL~i~dn Ek,K~di~ Ek,Ki(i~~~~-i~)
P~ L~ dt

~ L~ dt
~ L~ dt L~ dt

~
L~

~

(4)
di~ -R~di~ pilL~di~ pL~i~dn Ek;K~di~ Ek;Ki(i~~~~-i~) p~P~dn
I L~ dt L~ dt L~ dt L~ dt

~
L~ L~ dt

As foreseen, if il is constant, the steady states of such a regulation is :

id " ~dref' ~q ~ ~qref ~~~

An interesting characteristic of the controller is its behaviour with a constant acceleration

(it is practically the case of a motor without any load). With y
=

~~

,
we get :

dt

lL~ L~p2 y2 pL~ y L~ w~p2 y2
~~~° ~~ ~~~ (Ek, K~ )~

~ ~ Ek; Kj
~

~~ ~~~ (Ek, Kj )~
~

~~" ~
~~ ~~~

~)ii ~~~
~~ ~i~~i ~

~~~

with :

(Ek; Kj )~
~

(Ek
;
Kj )~ + p~ y

~ L~ L
~

~~~

We can see in figure 3, the evolution of the steady states of the currents i~~,

i~~ and the torque, with a constant acceleration of the motor (K~ =

~~, Kj
=

t,
i~~~

=

0A, i~~~~ =

2A, for accelerations from 0 rd/s~ to the maximum acceptable acceler-

ation, corresponding to the maximum torque specified by the constructor (for the unloaded

motor)). The characteristics of the motor are given in the appendix. The method which

permits to determine gains K~ and Kj is detailled in [17].
Figure 4 is an experimental implementation of this controller, where we measured

il and the state reconstruction i~, on a torque step experiment (step on i~~~~ from 6.25 A to

12.5 A). The static error on i~ is obvious when the motor acceleration is noticeable.

To solve such a problem, a first solution consists in compensating the effects of the

mechanical speed on the torque regulation, obtaining then the «total compensation
controller

».
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NOTE ABOUT THE I-P- CONTROLLER. Integral-Proportional Controller (I.P. Controller, also

called P-I- without zero), which structure is recalled on figure 2b, is often used instead of P.I.

controllers [7, 81. Indeed, this structure permits to cancell the influence of the zero during the

transients of a step experiment on the torque.
The torque-acceleration characteristic of this controller is given by formulas (6) and (7), on

which the term (K~) must be replaced by (K~ K~). The same problem of an important static

error due to the motor acceleration is noticed.

3. The total compensation controller.

We shall present in this paragraph the method which permits us to obtain a torque controller

which compensates the effects of the dynamics of il. We shall then test the robustness of this

controller.
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Such a controller allows us to use a successive loops structure, the behaviour of the torque

and of the speed being decoupled.

3, I PRINCIPLE OF THE METHOD. The aim of the method is to impose the static behaviour

i~
=

i~~~~ and i~ = i~~~~, with a dynamics for the error described by the equations

de~
=

Kj e~ with e~
= i~~~~ i~~~

~~~

=

K~ e~ with e~ =
i~ ~~ i~

dt

The observation of the state equation (I), makes obvious the fact that the only way to

obtain the behaviour (8) is to impose the control :

v~
~4~~

il
~ ~

~
~

~)~~~ ~( ~ l'
~~~

We must observe that this control can be applied because the decoupling matrix

B is always non-singular.
It is now very easy to place the poles of the system, by adjusting the coefficients

Kj and K~. We impose, with such a method the following convergence :

t W t - W

~~t~W~
~ ~t~W~~~~~

~~~~

e~ -
0

~ i~ - I~~~~.

From the equation (9), we get the control law for V~ and V~.

~d ~ld P~q i~lq ~l ~d id
(~ ~)

~q
"

~lq + P~d i~ld + ~2 ~q(lqref lq) + P~°f i~

This controller is a judicious altemative to the classical proportional integral controller in

the D-Q frame :

in the usual proportional integral controller, the induced electromotive voltages, and

the coupling between the axis d and q are compensated by the integrators ;

Id

Iq

Idref
~~

~d

(o
p»,n

~ig. 5. Total compensation controller.
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the total compensation controller, instead of using integrators, compensates directly
these perturbations linked to il, these one being computed in real time. Thus this

compensation can manage high dynamics on il (the closed loop system being described by the

equation (8) does not depend on D). The behaviour obtained for the closed loop system is the

behaviour of a first order system, and the steady states for i~ and i~ will be respectively

i~~~~ and i~~~~ for any speed and any acceleration.

We can see in figure 5 the scheme of this total compensation controller.

3.2 RESULTS. For the implementation of this controller, we used a direct digital control

strategy. We mean by this that each variable which intervenes in the controller algorithm, is

measured and immediately converted by an analog to digital converter linked to a

microprocessor board. The microprocessor provides successively :

the Park components i~ and i~ of the three-phase currents of the motor ;

the result of the control algorithm (I,e, the necessary voltages V~ and V~) ;

the reference three-phase voltages computed from V~ and V~ by the reverse Park

transformation [81.

We present in figure 6 a simulation of a step experiment on the motor, I~
~~~

changing from

0 A to 10 A, while I~~~~ stays at 0 A. The simulation has been done with the values of the

motor parameters given in appendix, and with Kj and K~ equal to 800. The 5 fb response time

of the current i~ is very rapid (about 2.5 ms). In this simulation, we take into account the

presence of a zero-order-holder and a time delay of a sampling period (due to the calculation

time), that we cannot avoid in the implementation.

Current (Al

I

s

6

K =
K 800

4

2

1

lms 2 3 4 t (mS)

o

Fig. 6. Total compensation controller. Simulation of a step experiment on i~.

3.3 ROBUSTNESS OF THE CONTROLLER.

3.3, I Robustness of the controller with respect to inacurracy of parameters and measurements.

The compensation terms in equation (11) have a limited accuracy. Indeed the machine

parameters are imprecisely known, and may vary. Let L~~, L~~, R~, 4~~~
be respectively the

values used in the control algorithm for L~, L~, R, 4~~.
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Furthermore the currents, speed and position measurement are noised. Let i~~,

i~~, il~ be respectively the measurement of i~, i~, il.

By applying the control law (11) to the state equation (I), we obtain the closed loop
behaviour :

di~ L~~ R~ i~~ Ri~ L~ ili~ L~~ il~ i~~
W ~'~' n ~~dr~f ~dm~ ~ L~ ~ P L~

Ii
=

K2
j~

(Iqmf iqm) +

~~
~~ij

~~~
+ P

~~~ ~~ l~ ~~ ~~~
(12)

Wfn Wf~n~
~ Lq Lqc

With the gains Kj and K~ proposed in the previous paragraph, with the parameters values

given in appendix, for 10 fb error on parameters and measurements, we have :

~~

,

~

,

~~~ ~

,

~~~~ ~~'
negligible beside Kj

~~~

Ld Ld Ld Ld Ld

~~

,

~

,

~~~ ~

,

~~~~ ~~'
negligible beside K~

~~~

Lq Lq Lq Lq Lq

We get then :
di~

~
L~~

~~
dt Ld ~~~~ ~~

~i~~
~~~

=
K~

~
~~ (I~

~~~ i~~ p

~~ ~ ~~~ ~~'

dt L~ L~ L~~

We realize here that the closed loop behaviour is highly perturbed by the term :

~P~n ~Pi~ n~
~

" ~
L~~

To cancell this term, one needs a perfect knowing of ~P~ and L~, and a perfect measurement

of il. If it is not the case, the influence of $ can be pointed out by means of a variation of

(D~ il (the two others terms ~P~~
and L~~ being put to ~P~ and L~). Thus, we will examine

in the next paragraph, the robustness of the
«

total compensation controller
»

with respect to

an inaccurate speed measurement.

3.3.2 Robustness ofthe controller with respect to a poor knowledge ofthe speed ofthe motor.

3.3.2, I Calculation of the static error. In order to compensate the perturbations linked to

D, the total compensation controller requires a precise measurement of the mechanical speed
D~. We suppose in this paragraph that this speed measurement (D~) is not perfect
(D~ # il ), and we shall analyse the consequences of this inaccuracy on our regulation.

The model of the closed loop taking into account the difference between il and

il~, can be deduced from the state equation (I) and the equation of the control (I I). We get :

~~~ ~ ~~~ ~~
~~~~

~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~)j~~~~~~f(~~j

~ ~bf (l~)
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where :

pL~
Kj (il~ il )

A~~
=

~~
and B~~

=

~~ (nm n K2

K2

iqref +
~

(nm n

q q

(15)

We can see that if we do not neglect the fact that the speed cannot be perfectly measured,

the decoupling between the axis d and q, and the compensation of the induced electromotive

voltages are not total. We can get the static error of our regulation if we calculate the steady

states for i~ and i~. We can write, from the equation (14) :

~~°°
=

Ap~'B~~. (16)
q«~

We remark here that A~~ is always non-singular because its determinant, whose value is

Kj K~ +
p~(il~ il )~, never reaches 0.

So, we have :

pL~

i~~
=

~~
~~

~~~ ~
i~~~

+

~~~
(il~ il

)

~P (J2m J2 ) Lq ~2

i~~
=

j~~ ~~~

i~~~~
+

/~
(il~ il)~

~~~~

p
~ q 2

~
Kj K~

3.3.2.2 simulation results conceming the robustness with respect to D. In order to test the

robustness of the total compensation controller, we made a simulation where we add to the

measurement of the analog to digital converter providing D~, a constant noise of 10 fb of the

maximum measurable mechanical speed (D~~
=

230 rd/s).
With the values of the motor parameters given in appendix, with tracking references

I~~~
=

0 and I~~~
=

10 A, with Kj and K~ equal to 800, and for a speed of the motor of

200 rd/s, we obtain :

i~~
=

+ I A in the case of a 10 fb error

3 A in the case of a + 10 fb error

i~~
=

4.98 A in the case of a 10 fb error

14.83 A in the case of a + 10 fb error.

We can see in figure 7 this test of robustness. In the same figure, we show the influence of a

random disturbance noise on the speed measurement (maximum amplitude of the noise :

0. I il~~). The time constant of the torque closed loop permits to filter this H-F- noise : curve

i~(3) evoluates between curves i~(I) and i~(2) but does not reach them.

So, we realize here that this controller is very sensitive to a constant error on the speed
measurement. We cannot accept such a static error on i~, hindering us in controlling the

torque of the machine. Let us observe that this static error comes mainly from the induced

electromotive voltage p~P~ il/L~ that we cannot perfectly compensate and which can reach
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Fig. 7. Total compensation controller. Simulation test of the robustness, case (I):

D~
=

D + 0.I D~~~, case (2) : D~
=

D 0.I D~~~, case (3) D~
=

D + random noise.

quite high values. Facing this problem, we had to find an altemative to this controller. A

solution is the total compensation controller with integrators.

4. The total compensation controller with integrators.

The idea is to use the total compensation controller, but to remove the static error coming
from an inaccurate knowledge of the motor speed, by using integrators, in order to improve
the robustness.

The main difference between this new strategy and the classical proportional integral
controller usually met in industrial applications (see paragraph 2, and [11), is that here, one

only integrates a residue coming from the fact that the speed cannot be perfectly known for

the decoupling and the compensation of the induced electromotive voltages. Only integrating
this residue permits us to reduce considerably the static error created by the dynamics of the

mechanical speed, on the steady states of i~ and i~.

4.I PRINCIPLE OF THE METHOD. According to the previous considerations, the aim of the

method presented here is to impose the steady state i~~ =i~~~~ and i~~ =i~~~~, with

integrators in the differential equations describing the evolution of the error :

~
=

Kjj e~ + Kj~
~

e~ dt with e~
=

i~
~~~

i~
~ (18)

d ~~
=

K~j e~ + K~~
~

e~ dt with e~ = i~ ~~~ i~
dt

~

The integrators will permit us to cancell any static error coming from an inaccurate
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compensation of the effects of D (problems of robustness with respect to an imprecise speed

measurement).

Thus, as explained in the paragraph 3. I, we easily determine the only control permitting us

to obtain such a behaviour :

~ ~ ~~ ji~ ~~

~d =B~' -A ~~
+

~~ ~ ~~

°

~

(19)
v~ p~P~ D I ~

~

~j

e~ + Kzz e~

~

o

Thus, the necessary control voltages are :

1

V~
=

Ri~ pL~ Di~ -KjjL~ i~ KI~L~ i~ dt

° (20)

V~
=

Ri~ + pL~ ili~ + K~i L~(i~~~~ i~) + K~~L~ (i~~~~ i~) dt + p~P~ D
o

The behaviour of the system is then linear, and the coefficients Kij, Kj~, K~j and

Ki~ are chosen to obtain the desired transients. We obtain two independent second order

differential equations describing the behaviour of our two state variables i~ and i~.

dej
~

de~~~
~ ~~~~ ~~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~~~ ~

(21)
de~ de~

=
K~j + K~z e~ with e~ = i~~~~ i~dt2 dt

We can obtain the desired poles of our system from these two equations. We can see in

figure 8 the structure of this controller.

id

Iq

Idref
y

d

lj
o

p«,a

Fig. 8. Total compensation controller with integrators.

4.2 SIMULATION TEST OF THE ROBUSTNESS. We tested the robustness of the total

compensation controller with integrators, to the imprecise measurement of the speed

il. We want to proove that the controller is robust, so we try it in hard conditions : as in

paragraph 3.3.2.2, we add to the measurement il~ of the analog to digital converter, a

constant noise of 10 fb of its maximum convertion.

JOURNAL DE PHYSIQUE lit T 2, N' I, JANVIER 1992
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Determination of the torque loop gains. For a fair comparison between the PI torque
controller in the D-Q frame and the total compensation controller with integrators, we shall

impose same proportional and integral action for the closed loop on the axis Q. Through an

examination of (3) for the PI torque controller, and (20) associated to (I) for the total

compensation controller with integrators, one realizes that we need :

Ek; K~
~21(~qref

~q
)

~
(lq

ref
lq)

q (~~)
Ek, K~

~22 (lqref lq) dt ~ (lqref lq) dt

q

We get :

Kjj
=

K~j
=

3 750,

Kj~
=

K~~
=

707 100
~~~~

Current (Al

(Il(21(3)

IDA

~qref

I (PI controllerl
q

Torque Ill

Torque (PI controilerl

I I I
I (PI controller)

I (2) SmS Time

Fig. 9. Total compensation controller with integrators. Simulation test of the robustness. Constant

acceleration y =

5 000 rd/~. Case (I) D~
=

D. Case (2) : D~
=

D + 0.I D~~~. Case (3) :

~m
~

~ °.l ilmax.
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Simulation. With the parameters values of the motor that we use, with tracking references

I~~~~
=

0 and I~~~~ =

10 A, with Kji, K~i equal to 3 750 and Ki~, K~~ equal to 707 x
ld, and

for a constant acceleration
~~

=

5 000 rdll,
we obtain (see Fig. 9) :

dt

a static error equal to 0 for i~ and i~,

a response for the step experiment which reaches the steady state in 5.9ms (5 fb

response time).

We must insist on the fact that this simulation takes into account the sampling, the zero

order holder and the calculation time necessary for the control algorithm (one sampling
period late for the control).

We can see on the same figure the response of the P-I- controller, and notice the 1.5 A

static error for i~, due to the motor acceleration. This static error corresponds to the analytical
result ((6) associated to (7)).

We conclude that the total compensation controller with integrators reacts as previously. It

is very robust.

4.3 INFLUENCE OF A CONSTANT ACCELERATION. It iS easy to extend the results of

paragraph 2 to the total compensation controller with integrators, obtaining the following
expressions of the steady states of i~ and i~, for a constant acceleration :

IL~L~
p~«~ pL~ « L~ ~P~p~ «~

i~~ = i~~~~ #i + #ii~~~ #i
(Ek; Kj )~ Ek, KI (Ek

;
K~ )~

pL~ « p~P~«
~~~~

~~°° ~~~~~~ Ek; K~
~~~~~~ Ek, K~

~

with :

d
(26)«

= ~ (il l2m

(Ek; KI )~
(27)~

(Ek; KI)~ + p~ «~ Ld Lq

We observe that if the measurement of il is perfect, we get :

W =0.

Thus :

#i
=

and so :

i~~
= i~~~~

,

i~~
= i~ ~~ ,

for any motor acceleration

Furthermore, usual errors on the measurement of il are offset and gain errors :

il~
=

(I + A ) il + no (28)

where no represents the offset error, and A represents the gain error (A « I). Anyway, we

have :

il-il~=-Ail-ilo. (29)
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Thus :

«=

~ (il-il~)=-A~~
=-Ay. (30)

We have then

1«1« (Y( (31)

The role of
«

in the expression of the steady states i~~ and i~~ obtained by the use of the

total compensation controller with integrators, is similar to the role of y for the P-I- controller

in the D-Q frame. Thus, we deduce from the last consideration that the influence of the

dynamics of il on the torque regulation is highly attenuated, by the use of a total

compensation controller with integrators, even with an imprecise measurement of the speed
il~.

4.4 IMPLEMENTATiON. We made an experimental comparison between a classical

proportional integral controller in the D-Q frame, and our total compensation controller with

integrators. The PWM period is 100 ~Ls, while the sampling period is 600 ~Ls (calculation time

is about 500 ~Ls for our microprocessor Intel 8086). The experimental implementation of these

algorithms gives the results shown in figure 10. We see on this figure the response of each of

these two controllers, for a step experiment on i~~~~. The motor is not loaded, and

consequently the speed evolves with great dynamics (see Fig. 4). We can see, in figure10,

that the static error on i~ and i~, coming from this high dynamics on il, is considerably
reduced by the use of the total compensation controller with integrators (3.8 A static error for

the P-I- controller, 1.8 A for the total compensation controller with integrators).

Current (Al

~

l c

lo
)

I: 1

~
qrer

c 2: I (PI corrector, DQ referential)
2 $ q

~
e 3: I (compensation corrector)

~ o q

0 P~ u

X ~i
I I 5A

X p~

~+
-lo

~'
2ms

_
8

fl
=

3900 Rd/s~

Fig. 10. Experimental comparison between: the P.I. controller in the D-Q frame; the total

compensation controller whith integrators. Step experiments on i~. Implementations. Influence of

Y.

5. Conclusion.

The total compensation controller with integrators is an efficient altemative to the classical

proportional integral controller in the D-Q frame. This controller takes care of the couplings

in the model, and also compensates the induced electromotive voltages. We also realized that
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the robustness of this controller against an error on the measurement of the speed
il is very convincing, because of its integrators.

Moreover, we obtain with such a method quite efficient results, with an implementation
which is rather simple, and a calculation time of the microprocessor which is not prohibitive.

Nevertheless, this controller does not take into account the non-linearities of our model

(see the state equations). If we want not to neglect these non-linearities we must use a non

linear control. We also study such controls [10-121.

Another way to improve our method is to use an algorithm which takes into account the

sampling and the calculation time, in order to minimize their effects. For this point, we study
controllers which allow us to predict the state value, one (or several) sampling period steps

ahead, and sampled-data control schemes more efficient than the usual zero-order-holder.
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Appendix.

Motor characteristics :

Nominal current1
=

20 A, Nominal speed
=

2 200 round/min
=

230 rd/s

Maximum transient current I~~~
=

30 A

Maximum transient torque
=

14 NM

Maximum stationary torque nor the motor stopped
=

10 NM

Maximum torque at 2 200 round/min
=

C~~~
=

8.5 NM

R
=

0.6 il, L~
=

1.4,10~ ~ H, L~
=

2.8.10~ ~ H, p =

4, ~P~ =

0,12 Wb

Gain of current sensors k,
=

~~~

50

Inverter continuous voltage E
=

150 V

Maximum acceptable acceleration (motor unloaded) :

~~
=

C~~~/J
=

7 720 rdll.
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